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A portfolio of your career is indispensable during an interview. As you toot your own

horn about the great ad campaign you designed or the great article you wrote for the

local paper, your words will have more weight if you can produce samples. A portfolio is

the evidence that backs up your resume and showcases your skills.

INSTRUCTIONS
● Review your current resume and update if necessary. Be assured that the most

pertinent and important facts are represented on your resume. A resume should

never be more than two pages.

● Gather samples of your work. This could include writing samples, photographs,

published clips, brochures, plans, reports, research papers or drawings. Choose a

wide variety of materials to demonstrate the scope of your abilities.

● Match the materials in your portfolio to your resume. Is every skill set you are

trying to demonstrate covered? Does a particular skill need more representation?

● Add or subtract materials based on the portfolio’s specific purpose. If you are

interviewing for a copywriting position, make sure you have several samples of

copy you have written.

● Make quality photo copies any printed pieces. If the clip or brochure is in color,

make color copies. Add the publication name and date at the bottom of each

sheet.

● Arrange your samples, resume and a handful of business cards into a quality

binder. Most portfolios are oversized leather binders but any quality binder will

work.

● Practice demonstrating your portfolio before the actual interview. Make sure you

can find each of the samples easily as you talk through your resume and answer

questions.

● Reevaluate your portfolio for each job interview. Gather materials over time and

review past work as you prepare for the next new endeavor.
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